Applicability of a modified Edman procedure for measurement of protein adducts: mechanisms of formation and degradation of phenylthiohydantoins.
Adducts to N-terminal valine residues in hemoglobin (Hb) are used for monitoring in vivo doses of electrophiles and are quantitated by means of a modified Edman procedure, the "N-alkyl Edman procedure". In the reaction with pentafluorophenyl isothiocyanate, N-alkylated valines cyclize and detach from the protein as pentafluorophenylthiohydantoins (PFPTHs) much more efficiently than do unsubstituted N-terminal valine residues. The mechanisms of this reaction, and of possible degradation reactions, have been studied with model compounds using phenyl- and pentafluorophenyl isothiocyanate. The rapid cyclization to N-alkylvaline-PTHs occurs as a consequence of the influence of substituents on ring formation. This facilitated cyclization favors a direct attack by the thiocarbamoyl nitrogen atom on valine-C-1, and is also observed to occur slowly at unsubstituted N-terminal valines. Such cyclization is favored in protic solvents. Under alkaline conditions and in the presence of air, hydrolytic and oxidative processes give rise to degradation products. The PTH derivatives of N-alkylvaline are less apt to undergo such reactions than are the corresponding derivatives of unsubstituted valine. We conclude that the presence of an N-substituent exerts a greater influence on the cyclization process than the structure of the amino acid or of the Edman reagent. For adducts of different structures, the method has broad applicability, for which the limits, however, are not yet explored. The knowledge from the studies is valid not only for the N-alkyl Edman procedure, but also, to some extent, for the classical Edman degradation reaction. The oxidative side reaction gave rise to the invention of a novel synthesis route for insertion of nucleophiles at carbon-5 in thiohydantoins. The present investigation provides a basis for the N-alkyl Edman procedure, facilitating new toxicological applications.